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The ratio of CEO pay to that of ordinary workers has
exploded over the last four decades, going from less than
30-to-1 in the 1970s to more than 200-to-1 by 2000 and in
most subsequent years (Mishel and Schieder 2017). There
is an ongoing debate about the causes of this increase in
CEO compensation. Many economists have argued that
this increase in CEO pay is justified by the returns to
shareholders produced by successful CEOs (Mankiw 2013;
Kaplan 2012a; Kaplan 2012b; Hubbard and Palia 1995). On
the other side, critics of increased CEO pay see it as a
breakdown in the corporate governance structure that
allows CEOs and other top executives to enrich
themselves at the expense of shareholders (Bivens and
Mishel 2013; Bebchuk and Fried 2004; Bertrand and
Mullainathan 2001). These critics point to compensation
packages that allow CEOs to profit from events beyond
their control, such as a general rise in the stock market or
an increase in world oil prices driving up profits and stock
prices for oil companies.

One mechanism that has been proposed for containing
CEO pay is to limit its tax deductibility. In the early 1990s,
CEO pay in excess of $1 million was no longer an allowed
deduction for the purposes of corporate income taxes.
However, an exemption was made for “performance-based
pay”—stock options and performance-based bonuses, for
example. This type of pay could be fully deducted in any
amount. The recently passed Tax Cuts and Jobs Act (TCJA)
ends this performance-based pay deduction. This paper
assesses the likely effect of this change on the trajectory of
CEO pay by exploiting the fact that a provision of the
Affordable Care Act (ACA), passed in 2010, prevents health
insurers from deducting CEO pay in excess of $500,000.1

This part of the ACA, which went into effect in 2013, meant
that CEO pay in excess of $500,000 would still be treated
as taxable profits for insurers.

This change effectively raised the cost of CEO pay, in
excess of the $500,000 cap, to the company by more than
50 percent. If CEO pay were fully deductible for a company
paying the 35 percent marginal tax rate that was in effect
until 2018, a dollar of pay would cost the company only 65
cents in after-tax profits. With the cap in place, a dollar of
pay in excess of the $500,000 cap would cost the
company a full dollar in after-tax profits. If we assume that
CEO pay reflects the marginal product of the CEO to the
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company (the boost to the company’s profit that is directly attributable to the CEO), the
higher after-tax cost to insurers should mean that their pay will fall. If their marginal
product has not changed, then an insurer would have to reduce CEO pay to keep the
after-tax cost of the compensation package in line with their marginal product.

This paper tests whether pay fell for CEOs at health insurers in the years after the ACA
deductibility cap went into effect. We control for revenue growth, profit growth, increase in
market value, and other variables likely to affect CEO pay. Our key findings are:

There is no evidence that limiting the deductibility of CEO pay for health insurers
lowered this pay relative to other industries, after controlling for other determinants of
pay.

The failure of reduced deductibility to slow growth in CEO pay in the health insurance
sector relative to other sectors means that the TCJA provisions are unlikely to
significantly affect CEO pay more widely.

The assertion that rapid growth in CEO pay in recent decades has simply reflected
shareholders rationally rewarding excellent performance by executives is flawed. It
can hardly be rational for shareholders to ignore tax changes that make CEOs
significantly more expensive to them. Instead, shareholders’ failure to respond to the
increasing expense of CEO pay strongly supports the view that weaknesses in
corporate governance have failed to discipline the growth of CEO pay.

To restrain growth in CEO pay we need reforms to improve corporate governance and
give shareholders more power over corporate executives.

The role of CEO pay in economic
inequality
While the number of CEOs of major companies is inherently limited, their pay can have an
outsized impact on inequality in the economy. Most immediately, CEO pay has an impact
on the pay structure for other top executives as well. If CEOs were still being paid 20 to 30
times as much as ordinary workers, the pay of the top executive at the largest companies
would be in a range of $1–$2 million. In this situation, their top assistants would likely be
looking at pay in the high hundreds of thousands or perhaps just over $1 million. By
contrast, in a context in which the CEO at a major corporation can draw pay in excess of
$20 million, the other top executives can expect annual compensation that runs into the
millions of dollars. In the largest companies, especially in the financial sector, there can be
dozens of high-level employees with pay of more than $1 million a year (Bakija, Cole, and
Heim 2012).

In addition to the direct effect of CEO pay on inequality, there is also an indirect effect. The
high pay for top executives in the corporate sector affects pay in hospitals, universities,
other nonprofits, and the government. The pay of top executives in nonprofits has also
risen sharply over the last four decades, at least in part because they could legitimately
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point to much higher pay for CEOs at comparably sized organizations in the corporate
sector. In the nonprofit sector as well, high pay for university presidents or CEOs has the
effect of raising pay for other high-level positions. And, as a matter of simple logic, more
pay at the top means less pay for everyone else.

In this context, it makes a big difference whether the rise in CEO pay reflects their greater
value to the corporation than was the case four decades ago, or whether it is the result of
a failed corporate governance structure. If the former is the case, then whatever inequality
results from the increase in CEO pay is a result of a changed market structure. In other
words, higher CEO pay is the result of technology, globalization, and other changes in the
economy over the last four decades.

By contrast, if the rise in CEO pay is the result of a failure of the corporate governance
structure, then we can look to find ways to change power relations within the corporation
to rein in CEO pay. In this situation, reducing CEO pay would not have an economic cost,
since their pay was not closely related to their marginal product. In principle, shareholders
should support policy or rule changes that reduce CEO pay, since that would increase
corporate profit.

Capping the deductibility of CEO pay can be seen as one mechanism for reining in pay. By
making CEO pay in excess of the cap more expensive for corporations, it should lead to a
reduction in pay. In this case, the shareholders don’t necessarily benefit from lower pay,
since the reduction in pay would be largely offset by a higher tax burden. However, lower
CEO pay would directly have an impact on inequality by reducing the pay of a substantial
segment of very high earners. In addition, there should be a secondary effect from
reducing CEO pay. Insofar as CEO pay provides a benchmark for other top executives at
corporations and for top executives in the nonprofit sector, a reduction in CEO pay should
put some downward pressure on the pay of other high earners as well.

Testing the effect of the cap on the
deductibility of CEO pay
To test the impact of the cap on deductibility we used the Compustat dataset (see
appendix), which contains information on the pay of CEOs, the value of incentives such as
stock options and bonuses, and a wide range of other company specific data, such as
sales, profits, and market capitalization. We are interested in seeing if there is a
measurable change in CEO pay for insurers in the years from 2013 to 2016 when the cap
on deductibility was in effect. Our sample size for insurers is limited since there are, on
average, 9.5 insurers in the sample for these four years. Nonetheless, if the cap has a
strong effect on pay, we should be able to find some evidence.

We initially used a sample that takes data from the years 2002 to 2016 for all the firms in
the database. After realizing that the insurers were considerably larger than the average
firm in the database, we restricted the sample to companies that had sales equal to more
than $8 billion in 2017 dollars. Table 1 shows summary statistics for this narrow sample that
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provides the basis for the tests discussed in this paper.2 Figure A shows the average
compensation for the insurance companies in the sample and the overall average in the
years since 1992.

The dependent variable we used in our tests is the Total Alt-2 measure of CEO
compensation shown in Column 3 (average CEO compensation across firms in sample).
This takes the contracted pay and benefits and the estimated ex-ante value of all bonuses
and options granted in the year specified.3 (The variables are defined in full in the
appendix.) Column 2 shows the number of companies in the sample in each year. Column
4 shows average net income or profit of the companies in the sample. Column 5 shows
average sales or revenue. Column 6 shows the average market capitalization of the firms
at the end of the year. The bottom half of the table provides the same information for the
insurers in the sample.

Our regressions took the following forms:

1. CEOpayit= βinsurance1t + βallinsurersit + βyear1t + … + βyear14t + α + uit + εit

2. CEOpayit = βinsurance1t + βincomeit + βsalesit + βmktvalit + βΔincomeit + βΔsalesit

+ βΔmktvalit + βindit + … + βind89t + α + uit + εit

3. CEOpayit = βinsurance1t + βincomei(t-1) + βsalesi(t-1) + βmktvali(t-1) + βΔincomei(t-1) +

βΔsalesi(t-1) + βΔmktvali(t-1) + βind1t + … + βind89t + α + uit + εit

4. CEOpayit = βinsurance1t + βincomei(t-2) + βsalesi(t-2) + βmktvali(t-2) + βΔincomei(t-2) +

βΔsalesi(t-2) + βΔmktvali(t-2) + βind1t + … + βind89t + α + uit + εit

5. CEOpayit = βinsurance1t + βincomeit + βsalesit + βmktvalit + βΔincomeit + βΔsalesit

+ βΔmkvtalit + βind1t + … + βind89t + β(incomeitindit) + β(salesitindit) + β(mktvalitindit) + α
+ uit + εit

6. CEOpayit = βinsurance1t + βincomei(t-1) + βsalesi(t-1) + βmktvali(t-1) + βΔincomei(t-1)

+ βΔsalesi(t-1) + βΔmkvtali(t-1) + βind1t + … + βind89t + β(incomei(t-1)indi(t-1))

+ β(salesi(t-1)indi(t-1)) + β(mktvali(t-1)indi(t-1)) + α + uit + εit

7. CEOpayit = βinsurance1t + βretirementyear1t + βretirementyear1(t-1) + βincomeit

+ βsalesit + βmktvalit + βΔincomeit + βΔsalesit + βΔmktvalit + βind1t + … + βind89t

+ β(incomeitindit) + β(salesitindit) + β(mktvalitindit) + α + uit + εit

8. CEOpayit = βinsurance1t + βretirementyear1t + βretirementyear1(t-1) + βincomeit

+ βsalesit + βmktvalit + βΔincomeit + βΔsalesit + βΔmktvalit + βind1t + … + βind89t

+ βyear1t + … + βyears14t + β(incomeitindit) + β(salesitindit) + β(mktvalitindit) + α + uit + εit

Table 2 shows the results of regressions using various lag lengths as well as those that
interacted the performance variables with the insurance industry variables. Column 1
presents a baseline specification containing dummy variables for years, a firm’s
classification as being in the health insurance industry, and the treatment group. The
regression in Column 2 has the level of CEO pay as the dependent variable, with the
performance variables included at both levels and also year-over-year differences. While
most of the coefficients of the performance variables are insignificant, the coefficients for
both the level of the change in income and the change in sales are highly significant.
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Table 1 CEO compensation and various measures of firm size,
health insurers compared with all companies in sample, in
millions, 2002–2016

Year Firms
Average CEO
compensation

Average net
income

Average
sales

Average market
value

All firms

2002 171 $8.2 $517 $40,232 $44,600

2003 180 $11.4 $2,693 $40,553 $51,771

2004 205 $14.0 $2,609 $40,249 $50,049

2005 227 $15.2 $2,729 $40,056 $46,053

2006 249 $23.7 $3,281 $40,526 $48,090

2007 306 $21.6 $2,185 $38,753 $42,149

2008 307 $13.9 $802 $37,009 $26,586

2009 271 $11.9 $1,475 $37,236 $33,319

2010 295 $14.4 $2,503 $38,060 $36,286

2011 310 $15.9 $2,590 $38,804 $33,793

2012 319 $22.8 $2,563 $37,574 $37,464

2013 331 $18.0 $3,174 $36,008 $44,422

2014 350 $20.3 $2,613 $34,471 $47,593

2015 332 $20.5 $2,536 $34,217 $48,789

2016 335 $18.1 $2,612 $33,435 $52,010

Health insurers

2002 5 $8.3 -$86 $25,860 $15,491

2003 7 $25.4 $1,170 $23,834 $19,013

2004 7 $23.9 $1,542 $24,320 $27,968

2005 7 $15.3 $2,017 $29,782 $38,604

2006 7 $33.6 $2,143 $36,181 $33,486

2007 8 $25.3 $2,081 $34,240 $32,933

2008 8 $6.5 $1,342 $35,064 $14,544

2009 8 $21.8 $1,955 $37,054 $17,088

2010 8 $23.0 $2,038 $37,172 $17,568

2011 8 $17.2 $1,896 $37,449 $18,748

2012 9 $21.1 $1,878 $36,516 $17,253

2013 9 $14.0 $1,874 $39,629 $23,555
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Table 1
(cont.) Year Firms

Average CEO
compensation

Average net
income

Average
sales

Average market
value

2014 10 $20.3 $1,681 $39,729 $25,045

2015 10 $21.2 $1,764 $44,788 $28,790

2016 9 $21.2 $2,051 $54,307 $37,020

Notes: CEO compensation reflects salary, bonuses, the value of amounts earned during the year pursuant
to nonequity incentive plans, changes in pension value and nonqualified deferred compensation earn-
ings, options exercised, the value of restricted shares that vested during the year, and other compensa-
tion. Compensation values reflect Compustat's TOTAL_ALT2 series. All values are in 2017 dollars.

Source: Authors' analysis of data from Compustat's ExecuComp database.

Figure A Average CEO compensation, health insurers compared with
other companies, 1992–2016

Notes: All values are in 2017 dollars. Compensation values reflect Compustat's TOTAL_ALT2 series.

Source: Authors' analysis of Compustat's ExecuComp database.
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Given the high degree of correlation between the performance variables, it is not
surprising that the coefficients for all of them would not be significant.

Column 3 shows the results from a regression using the same variables but with a lag of
one year. In this regression, the coefficient for the change in net sales is positive and
significant at the 1 percent level. We found similar results for a regression run with two
lags, shown in Column 4. Here, the coefficient for the dummy variable for insurers in years
after 2012 is insignificant but positive.

Column 5 shows results for the same regression as seen in Column 1, except that the
performance variables are interacted with the industry variables. This would be
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Table 2No evidence that the cap on deductibility has affected CEO
compensation
Various specifications

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)

VARIABLES

Post-2012
health
insurance
company

-5423 -1221 -807.4 533.7 416.4 143.4 161.9 -1640

(3891) (3701) (3058) (2435) (3420) (2880) (3335) (3407)

Net income 0.405* 117.8*** 129.0*** 98.67***

(0.221) (0.888) (4.580) (8.027)

Sales 0.00499 -16.20*** -16.34*** -20.19***

(0.0296) (0.164) (0.178) (1.871)

Market value 0.0703** -4.903*** -4.981*** -4.683***

(0.0328) (0.0290) (0.0420) (0.245)

Difference in
net income

-0.263*** -0.294** -0.255** -0.175*

(0.0996) (0.118) (0.116) (0.102)

Difference in
sales

0.117*** 0.0971** 0.0849** 0.100**

(0.0316) (0.0401) (0.0391) (0.0405)

Difference in
market value

0.0246 0.0315 0.0313 0.0326

(0.0207) (0.0255) (0.0257) (0.0275)

Health
insurance
dummy

6517

(5001)

Net income
(t=-1)

0.330 830.5***

(0.203) (2.440)

Sales (t=-1) -0.00699 28.32***

(0.0294) (0.351)

Market value
(t=-1)

0.0558 -0.0191

(0.0437) (0.0233)

Difference in
net income
(t=-1)

-0.0856 -0.121*

(0.0599) (0.0688)
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Table 2
(cont.)

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)

VARIABLES

Difference in
sales (t=-1)

0.109*** 0.104***

(0.0410) (0.0324)

Difference in
market value
(t=-1)

0.0336 0.0434

(0.0600) (0.0456)

Sales (t=-2) 0.0114

(0.0290)

Market value
(t=-2)

0.0312

(0.0489)

Difference in
net income
(t=-2)

-0.0167

(0.121)

Difference in
sales (t=-2)

-0.0667

(0.0670)

Difference in
market value
(t=-2)

0.130***

(0.0306)

Retirement
year dummy

1948** 2986***

(785.2) (1067)

Retirement
year dummy
(t=-1)

-7624*** -7654***

(724.5) (724.8)

Constant 5147*** 14918*** 14554*** 16418*** 164371*** -916823*** 158177*** 205891***

(826.5) (427.9) (581.4) (672.2) (1826) (1238) (3039) (22399)

Observations 4188 3410 2966 2598 3410 2966 3410 3410

Number of
firms

556 411 381 349 411 381 411 411

R-squared,
within

0.0265 0.0408 0.0234 0.0198 0.127 0.125 0.143 0.169

R-squared,
between

0.0260 0.229 0.237 0.348 0.317 0.250 0.329 0.329

R-squared,
overall

0.0237 0.112 0.112 0.129 0.218 0.219 0.231 0.250

Notes: * p<.05; ** p<.01; *** p<.001. Model 1 provides a baseline for comparison and only includes dummy variables to
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Table 2
(cont.)

designate the treatment group, all health insurers, and years. Model 2 does not include interactions or lags. Model 3
does not include interactions, and all variables are lagged by one year. Model 4 does not include interactions, and
all variables are lagged by two years. Model 5 includes industry-specific interactions, but no lags. Model 6 includes
industry-specific interactions, and all variables are lagged by one year. Model 7 includes industry-specific interac-
tions, as well as a retirement dummy. Model 8 includes industry-specific interactions, as well as retirement and year
dummies.

Source: Authors' analysis of data from Compustat's ExecuComp database.

appropriate if the impact of profit, sales, and market capitalization on CEO pay in the
insurance industry were different than in other industries. In this regression, the
coefficients for the interacted levels of the performance variables are all highly significant.
The difference in sales is positive but only significant at the 5 percent level; the difference
in net income is also significant at the 5 percent level but negative. The coefficient for the
dummy variable for insurers in the years after 2012 is, again, positive, but not close to
being significant.

Column 6 shows results for same regression as seen in Column 2, except that it uses
interacted performance variables. In this case, the coefficient of the lagged income and
sales variables are positive and highly significant. The lagged difference in the sales
variable is also significant. The coefficient of the lagged interacted profit variable is
negative. Here again, the coefficient for the dummy variable for insurers in the years after
2012 is positive but not close to being significant.

The last two columns in Table 2 show the results from two additional regressions. Column
7 is structured the same way as Column 4, with interacted performance variables.
However, this regression also includes a dummy variable for the retirement year of a CEO,
as well as a lagged dummy variable indicating there is a new CEO. The coefficient for the
lagged dummy variable indicating a new CEO turns out to be negative and highly
significant, indicating that new CEOs typically have a pay penalty. The coefficients on the
performance variables are mixed, with the coefficient for the profit variable being positive
and highly significant. But the coefficients of the sales and market valuation were negative
and highly significant. Here again, the coefficient for the dummy variable for insurers in
years after 2012 is positive but not close to being statistically significant.

Column 8 shows the same regression as Column 1, but it includes year dummies. In this
regression, the coefficient for the lagged retirement variable is, again, negative and highly
significant. As with the regression in Column 1, multiple of the coefficients of the
performance variables are negative and significant. Only the coefficients for the profit
variable and the change in sales are positive and significant. The coefficient for the
dummy variable for insurers in the years after 2012 is negative in this specification but
nowhere close to being significant.

We also experimented with regressions that used the compensation of the highest paid
employee, rather than the CEO, as the dependent variable. The results were not
qualitatively different. This was also the case when we experimented with longer lag
structures.
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To sum up these findings, there clearly is no evidence that the cap on the deductibility of
CEO pay for insurers in the years since 2012 has had an effect on reducing CEO pay. In
almost all of our specifications, the coefficient on the dummy variable for insurers for the
years in which the deductibility cap was in effect was positive, and in some specifications
statistically significant, implying that CEO pay for insurers was somewhat higher than what
would be predicted, based on the performance variables. The only specification in which
we found a negative coefficient, although not close to being statistically significant, had
highly significant negative coefficients for most of the performance variables. Since it is
not plausible that higher revenue, profits, and market capitalization led to lower CEO pay,
these specifications cannot be viewed seriously.

Implications of the findings
The failure to find any evidence that the cap on deductibility had any impact on CEO pay is
striking, but we do have to point out the limited size of this sample. We are focusing on a
relatively small number of insurers in four years in which the market underwent a major
expansion and transformation due to the ACA. It is certainly possible that the factors
determining pay are more complicated than the variables we have included in our
regressions. This means that we have to interpret our finding of no effect with
considerable caution. However, it is nonetheless worth assessing the implication, if, in fact,
caps on deductibility do not affect CEO pay.

Most immediately, the lack of a negative effect supports the view that CEO pay is
determined more by the power of the CEO relative to shareholders, rather than anything
close to an approximation of the CEO’s marginal product. As noted earlier, the loss of
deductibility in these years meant that CEO pay in excess of the cap cost the company 50
percent more than when the pay was deductible. If the original pay were close to the
CEO’s marginal product, then the pay with the cap in effect would be 50 percent more
than the CEO’s marginal product. We should expect to see at least some reduction in CEO
pay reflecting the greater cost to the company when the pay is not deductible.4

The failure of deductibility caps to lower CEO pay is consistent with the alternative
explanation of CEO pay: that it primarily reflects a broken corporate governance system in
which CEO pay has little connection to performance. From this perspective, the higher
cost of CEO pay is something that the directors are willing to simply pass on to
shareholders in the form of reduced profits. They are more concerned with staying on
good terms with their CEOs than with maximizing returns to shareholders.

In addition to what the failure of the cap on deductibility to reduce CEO pay may tell us
about the nature of the market for CEOs, it also indicates that capping the salary
deduction is not likely to be an effective route for reducing CEO pay. The TCJA of 2017
included a cap on the deductibility of CEO pay in excess of $500,000 for all corporations,
not just health insurance companies. Our analysis suggests that this broader cap is likely
to have little effect in reducing CEO pay.

If our analysis correctly measures the impact of capping deductibility on pay, then it will be
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necessary to use other mechanisms to actually rein in CEO pay, most likely, changing the
rules of corporate governance.5 While altering the rules of corporate governance may
seem more complicated than just changing the tax code, it could prove to be easier
politically. If CEO pay does not reflect CEO value to the company, then excessive pay is
coming at the expense of the shareholders. Shareholders should have a direct interest in
changes in corporate governance that would make it easier for them to limit the pay of
CEOs and other top corporate executives.

Conclusion
The policy of limiting the deductibility of even performance-based pay for CEOs has much
to make it worthy of recommendation. Evidence strongly indicates that performance-
based pay is not an efficiency enhancing institution that should be given preferential
treatment in the tax code, so ending this preferential treatment is the rare provision in the
TCJA that seems to make some economic sense. Further, ending the performance-based
pay deductibility will raise a modest amount of revenue to roughly $9 billion per year
(Balsam 2012).

However, this analysis finds little evidence that ending the deductibility of performance-
based pay will significantly affect the trajectory of CEO pay. We find no evidence that the
provision of the ACA limiting the deductibility of CEO pay for insurers had any effect in
reducing CEO compensation. This would tend to support the view that CEO pay is
determined much more by the power of CEOs in corporate decision-making than the
returns they generate for shareholders since the change in tax treatment unambiguously
raised the cost of CEO pay to the companies that employ them. This also suggests that
efforts to rein in CEO pay by limiting deductibility more generally, as was done in the Tax
Cut and Jobs Act of 2017, will not be effective. In order to limit CEO pay it may be
necessary to alter the rules of corporate governance in ways that increase the power of
shareholders over the CEO. This assessment must be qualified by the fact that our sample
included a relatively small number of firms over a span of just four years.
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Appendix

Endnotes
1. President Clinton’s first budget included a provision that prohibited corporations from deducting

more than $1 million of CEO pay from their profits, unless the pay was performance related. The
main effect of this provision was to shift CEO pay into the form of bonuses and grants of stocks
and options, all of which were still fully deductible as performance-related pay.

2. We ran a number of regressions with the full sample. The results were not qualitatively different
than the results from the more restricted sample. These results are available from the authors on
request.

3. The estimated value of options and bonuses is taken directly from Compustat. It uses the
Black–Scholes method for estimating values.

4. The failure of CEO pay to decline with the loss of deductibility could be reconciled with a
conventional view of CEOs getting paid their marginal product, if the supply of CEOs were nearly
perfectly elastic. This would mean that companies would be forced to pay the going wage for a
CEO and would have little flexibility. This would leave them with no choice but to absorb the
additional cost when they lose the ability to deduct most of the CEO’s pay.

The view that the supply of CEOs as being highly elastic is inconsistent with other generally
accepted facts about the market. First, it should mean that there is a lot of movement by CEOs
across firms. A company offering just above the standard wage should be attracting CEOs, while
one offering just below the standard wage would lose its CEO. Also, there should not be much
variance in performance adjusted wages for CEOs since CEOs would leave the low-paying
companies and jump to the high-paying companies. In fact, there is relatively little movement of
CEOs between firms, and there are large differences in performance adjusted pay.

5. One possibility would be to attach a penalty for directors to the triannual nonbinding “Say on Pay”
votes of shareholders on CEO pay packages. For example, if the directors lost their stipends when
a pay package is voted down, they would have a large incentive to ensure that the pay package,
given their CEO was not excessive.
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Appendix Table 1

Relevant ExecuComp Compustat definitions

Compustat variable Compustat definition

Variable
abbreviation
used in this

report

Market value
(fiscal-year end)

The close price for the fiscal year multiplied by the
company’s common shares outstanding. Units:
millions

MKTVAL

NAICS code
North American Industrial Classification System
code.

NAICS

Net income (after
extraordinary Items
and discontinued
operations)

The net income after extraordinary items and
discontinued operations. Units: millions

NI

The net annual sales
as reported by the
company.

The net annual sales as reported by the company.
Units: millions

SALES

Total
compensation—Stock
valued at time of
vesting/options
valued at time of
exercise ($)

Total compensation – alternate method. This is the
same as TOTAL_SEC, except that stock and option
awards are valued using the value realized from
option exercise or stock vesting instead of the
amount charged to the income statement under
FAS 123R (SHRS_VEST_VAL and
OPT_EXER_VAL).

TOTAL_ALT2

Additional variables

Variable Compustat definition

Variable
abbreviation used

in this report

Insurance
company
indicator

Indicates an observation is both associated with an
organization where NAICS is equal to 524114.

ALLINSURERS

Insurance
treatment
group
indicator

Indicates an observation is both associated with an
organization where NAICS is equal to 524114 and the
year is either 2013 or more recent.

INSURANCE

Post-2012
indicator

Indicates that the year of an observation is equal to or
greater than 2013.

POST

Retirement
year
indicator

Indicates the most recent year during which a given
individual served as CEO of a company.

RETIREMENTYEAR

Source: S&P Global Market Intelligence ExecuComp Support Center, “Definitions: Alphabetical: Execu-
comp Definitions Listed Alphabetically,” 2017.
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